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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a method and an apparatus for effectively controlling the mobility for a cell
having a small cell service area in a mobile communication system.

Background Art

[0002] In general, mobile communication systems have been developed to provide communication while securing
mobility of users. With the rapid development of technologies, such mobile communication systems have reached a
stage of providing high-speed data communication services as well as voice communication. Recently, standard operation
from 3GPP to Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) is in progress as one of next generation mobile communication
systems. LTE-A was aimed at standardization completion in late 2000, and is a technology having a higher transmission
speed than the currently provided data transmission rate and realizing high speed packet-based communication.
[0003] As the 3GPP standard evolves, a method for easily optimizing a wireless network as well as a method for
raising a communication speed is under discussion. In a conventional mobile communication system, a cell having a
small-sized service area is frequently utilized for increasing capacity and reducing shadow areas. Because of a small-
sized service area, many problems occur, such as frequent failure of handover. Nevertheless, application of a system
variable which is suitable for a small-sized service area or development of operation mechanism is not specifically
prepared.
[0004] US2013/023302 A1 discloses methods and systems for controlling handover in a co-channel network.
[0005] US2005/026619 A1 discloses system and methods for using position, velocity, or direction of motion estimates
to support handover decisions.
[0006] US2006/99952 A1 discloses a method for the proactive deployment of decision mechanisms for optimal hando-
ver.
[0007] US2012/069732 A1 discloses an apparatus and method for detecting cause of radio link failure or handover
failure in mobile communication systems.
[0008] EP2403198 A1 discloses an automatic neighbor relation measurement report method for cellular networks.

Detailed Description of the Invention

Technical Problem

[0009] The present invention is proposed for solving the problems mentioned above, and is to provide a method and
an apparatus for effectively controlling the mobility for a cell having a small cell service area in a mobile communication
system. The invention is disclosed in the claims. The technical subjects pursued in the present invention may not be
limited to the above mentioned technical subjects, and other technical subjects which are not mentioned may be clearly
understood, through the following descriptions, by those skilled in the art of the present invention.

Technical Solution

[0010] In order to achieve the purpose, a method for controlling mobility of a user equipment (UE) in a mobile com-
munication system according to one example of the present invention includes: performing a measurement operation
by the UE; transmitting a result of the measurement operation to an Evolved Node B (eNB); determining whether a cell
to be handed over is a cell to which a handover is not allowed; and skipping the handover when the cell to be handed
over is the cell to which the handover is not allowed. Further, the UE according to one example of the present invention
may include: a transmission/reception unit for transmitting and receiving a signal to/from the eNB; and a control unit for
performing a measurement operation, transmitting the measurement information result to the eNB, determining whether
a cell to be handed over is a cell to which a handover is skipped, and controlling to skip the handover when the cell to
be handed over is the cell to which the handover is skipped.

Advantageous Effects

[0011] By using the proposed method, the probability of failure of a handover can be reduced when small cells are
sparsely arranged or densely arranged within a service area of a macro cell, and a UE can promptly perform re-connection
when failure of a radio link occurs while skipping a handover.
[0012] Effects obtainable from the present invention may not be limited to the above mentioned effects, and other
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effects which are not mentioned may be clearly understood, through the following descriptions, by those skilled in the
art of the present invention.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a view for describing a small cell arrangement scheme.
FIG. 2 is a view for describing a method for reducing a probability of failure of handover in a scenario in which a
small cell is sparsely arranged within a service area of a macro cell.
FIG. 3 is a view for describing an operation flow chart according to a first embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a view for describing operations of a UE according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a view for describing operations of an eNB according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a view for describing operations of a UE when a non-HO indicator is not used in the second embodiment.
FIG. 7 is a view for describing a method for reducing a probability of failure of handover in a scenario in which a
plurality of small cells are densely arranged while being adjacent each other.
FIG. 8 is a view for describing operations of a UE according to a third embodiment.
FIG. 9 is a view for describing operations of an eNB according to the third embodiment.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating an internal structure of a UE to which the present invention is applied.
FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing the configuration of an eNB according to the present invention.

Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0014] In the following description of the present disclosure, a detailed description of known configurations or functions
incorporated herein will be omitted when it is determined that the detailed description may make the subject matter of
the present disclosure unclear. Hereinafter, embodiments of the present disclosure will be described with reference to
the accompanying drawings. The terms which will be described below are terms defined in consideration of the functions
in the present disclosure, and may be different according to users, intentions of the users, or customs. Accordingly, the
definitions of the terms should be made on the basis of the overall context of the embodiments.
[0015] The present invention relates to a method and an apparatus for controlling the mobility for a cell having a small
cell service area in a mobile communication system. Prior to describing the present invention, a method for arranging
a cell having a small cell service area will be described hereinafter. In this case, the small cell service area may represent
a case where a cell has a cell service area smaller than or equal to a predetermined size. In the description of the present
invention, a cell having a small cell service area is referred to as "small cell".
[0016] FIG. 1 is a view for describing a small cell arrangement scheme. A first arrangement scheme is a method in
which a small cell 105 is sparsely arranged within a service area of a macro cell 100. Such an arrangement is useful for
covering a hot spot area in which an intensive traffic occurs or a service shadow area. Further, depending on whether
the small cell uses the same frequency band as a macro cell or another frequency band, intra-frequency handover or
inter-frequency handover occurs when a UE moves from the macro cell to the small cell or from the small cell to the
macro cell. In the arrangement scheme, the UE can pass a small cell at a relatively fast speed. Since a service area of
a small cell is relatively narrow, several handovers should be performed during a short time in which the UE passes a
small cell. This may cause a probability of failure of handover to increase.
[0017] In another arrangement scheme, a plurality of small cells 110, 115, 120, 125, 130, 135, and 140 are densely
arranged, while being adjacent each other. This can be applied when much traffic occurs in a little broader area. The
small cells may exist within a service area of a macro cell, and a service area of the macro cell can be completely covered
by only a small cell. Therefore, the small cells may not exist within a service area of the macro cell. All the small cells
may use the identical frequency band. In this case, handover within the same frequency occurs when the UE moves
between the small cells. A UE can move quickly in a service area of the small cells, and the UE passes service areas
of several small cells during a short time. This implies that the UE may move to another cell even before handover to a
configured target cell is completed, which means that the handover may fail in a moment. In the present invention,
methods for improving mobility of a UE will be gone through in consideration of each of the two arrangement scheme
scenarios described earlier.

<Embodiment 1>

[0018] FIG. 2 is a view for describing a method for reducing a probability of failure of handover in a scenario in which
small cells 205 are sparsely arranged within a service area of a macro cell 200. When a UE 210 passes a small cell
while moving at a high speed, the time for which the UE 210 stays in a service area of the small cell would be short.
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Thus, skipping a handover is more suitable for stably maintaining communication rather than forcedly performing a
handover to a small cell. The present embodiment proposes a method for skipping a handover. Further, the embodiment
proposes a method for promptly performing re-connection when a Radio Link Failure (RLF) occurs while a handover is
skipped.
[0019] The UE 210 reports measurement information including moving speed information of a UE and moving direction
information of a UE to an eNB in step 215. The measurement information includes various information, such as signal
intensity information of a serving cell and an adjacent cell (RSRP/RSRQ), Physical Cell Identifier (PCI) information of
the adjacent cell and location information of a UE, as well as moving speed information of the UE and moving direction
information of the UE. The measurement information report is preconfigured and triggered by an eNB, using an RRC
Connection Reconfiguration message. On the basis of the measurement information transferred from a UE, a macro
eNB 200 determines whether to hand over the UE to a small cell 205 in step 220. When it is determined that the handover
is to be skipped, the macro eNB 200 exactly informs the UE 210 of an indicator indicating that the handover is skipped
(referred to as "non-HO indicator" in the present invention) and configuration information which a UE is to apply within
a service area of a small cell. The indicator may exactly include cell ID information of a small cell to which a UE should
not perform a handover. The cell ID may be a PCI or a Cell Global Identifier (CGI). Further, the cell ID can be transmitted
together with the indicator or from a serving eNB to a UE in the form of broadcasting in advance, or can be informed of
autonomously. The indicator can be limited to being valid during a predetermined time or when a specific condition is
satisfied. In step 230, a UE which has received the indicator may not perform a handover although a small cell satisfies
a condition as a handover target. The macro eNB 200 can provide configuration information, which is applied only when
a UE passes a small cell, as well as an indicator, as an option. For example, configuration information provided together
with an indicator may be a new N310 and/or T310 value, and the like. The N310 and T310 will be described in detail
hereinafter. Since it is desirable to apply new configuration information to the UE only while the UE is within a small cell,
configuration information of the UE should be restored to the original configuration information after a predetermined
time passes. Therefore, after the passage of a particular time after application of a new configuration, a process in which
the UE restores the original configuration information by itself or an eNB reconfigures the configuration information to
the original configuration information is needed. For example, when a signal intensity of a small cell, which is measured
by the UE, is weakened under a particular intensity, the provided configuration information is deleted and the original
configuration information is applied again. Otherwise, an eNB can reconfigure the configuration information for the UE
on the basis of the measurement information reported by the UE. When the reconfiguration is completed, it is considered
that the non-HO indicator is not valid any more.
[0020] When a macro cell and a small cell use the identical frequency band, the UE does not perform a handover to
a small cell. Thus, the UE receives a big interference signal from the small cell when the UE passes a service area of
the small cell. However, the time for which the UE stays in a small cell is short. Thus, a condition for declaration of an
RLF can be somewhat mitigated so that an unnecessary increase in signaling for re-connection can be prevented. A
N310 is a counter value such as an upper layer of the UE. When a Radio Resource Control (RRC) receives an indication
marked ’out of sync’ for a duration as long as the value of N310 from the physical layer of the UE, the UE drives a T310
timer. Before the T310 timer is expired, when the RRC has received an indication marked ’in-sync’ N311 times from the
physical layer or when the RRC does not perform a handover or re-establishment process, an RLF is declared. Therefore,
when the value of the N310 or the value of the T310 timer is increased, the declaration of an RLF can be delayed.
Although an actual interference environment becomes poor, the time for which the UE stays in a small cell is not long.
Thus, this can be sufficiently overcome through a Hybrid ARQ (HARQ) or ARQ retransmission method, and the like.
When a macro cell and a small cell use different frequency bands, the inference problem described earlier does not
exist. Therefore, new configuration information will be provided as an option.
[0021] When a macro cell and a small cell use an identical frequency band, an RLF may be declared although new
configuration information is applied. In this case, the UE will perform re-establishment according to the prior art. But,
since a macro cell does not indicate that the UE is handed over to a small cell, the small cell does not have situation
information (context) regarding the UE. In general, when the UE requests re-establishment to a cell which does not have
situation information, the cell denies the re-establishment request and the UE switches over to standby mode. Therefore,
performing, by the UE, re-establishment through not a cell to be handed over following an RLF but a small cell in the
above-described scenario is an unnecessary operation. Therefore, in the present invention, when the UE receives a
non-HO indicator within a predetermined time before an RLF occurs and the RLF occurs within a small cell area, and
the UE select a small cell as a new suitable cell, the UE performs an establishment process right away without performing
a re-establishment process. When another cell other than a small cell is selected as a suitable cell, a re-establishment
process is performed by the UE according to the prior art. Another cell other than a small cell also includes a previous
serving macro cell. As described earlier, cell ID information of a small cell to which the UE should not perform a handover
may be included together with a non-HO indicator. In this case, the UE can compare a cell ID of a suitable cell which is
newly found after an RLF occurs with the ID and then determine whether to perform re-establishment.
[0022] FIG. 3 is a view for describing an operation flow chart according to the first embodiment. A macro eNB 305
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sends an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message, in order to order a UE 300 to measure neighboring cells. The UE
which has received the message performs measurement for serving and neighboring cells on the basis of the information
which the macro eNB has configured in step 320. The macro eNB can also instruct the UE to measure specific meas-
urement information, i.e., moving speed and moving direction information of a UE. In step 325, the UE reports a result
of the measurement to the macro eNB. The result of the measurement may also include moving speed and moving
direction information of the UE. In step 330, the macro eNB determines whether to perform a handover to a small cell
located nearby the UE, on the basis of the result of the measurement which the UE has reported. In this case, a moving
speed of the UE, type information of neighboring cells, and the like can be considered. For example, when a moving
speed of the UE is faster than a specific threshold value and a handover candidate of the UE is a cell having a small
cell type, the eNB can determine to skip a handover. When the macro eNB determines not to hand over the UE to a
neighboring small cell, although cell measurement information satisfies a handover performance condition, the macro
eNB sends a predetermined RRC message to the UE in step 335. A predetermined RRC message may be an RRC
connection reconfiguration message, wherein the message may include a non-HO indicator, a small cell ID forbidding
handover, and configuration information to be applied to a service area of a small cell. In step 340, the UE 300 applies
the configuration information. When an RLF occurs while the UE passes a service area of a small cell in step 345, the
UE can find a suitable cell in step 350. In step 355, the UE determines whether a suitable cell which the UE has found
is a small cell to which a handover is skipped. When the suitable cell is not a small cell 360 to which a handover is
skipped, the UE transmits an RRC Connection Reestablishment Request message to the suitable cell in step 365. The
suitable cell which has received the message performs a usual RRC Connection Reestablishment process. On the other
hand, when the suitable cell is a small cell 370 to which a handover is skipped, the UE transmits an RRC Connection
Request message without transmitting an RRC Connection Reestablishment Request message in step 375. The UE
configures a Service Request Block (SRB) according to an RRC Connection Setup message which the UE has received
from the small cell. The UE includes information such as an Evolved Cell Global Identifier (ECGI) of a previous serving
cell in an RRC Connection Setup Complete message and then transmits the RRC Connection Setup Complete message
to an eNB.
[0023] When the suitable cell is a previous serving cell, as another determination condition, the UE transmits an RRC
Connection Reestablishment Request message to the suitable cell. Otherwise, the UE transmits an RRC Connection
Request message to the suitable cell without transmitting an RRC Connection Reestablishment Request message to
the suitable cell.
[0024] FIG. 4 is a view for describing operations of a UE according to the first embodiment. In step 400, the UE receives
an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message for configuring a measurement operation from an eNB. In step 405, the
UE performs a measurement operation on the basis of the received configuration information. In step 410, the UE reports
a result of the measurement operation to the eNB periodically or through an event trigger scheme. In step 415, the UE
determines whether the UE has received a predetermined RRC message including a non-HO indicator from the eNB.
The RRC message may include a cell ID and new configuration information of a small cell. When the UE receives a
predetermined RRC message including the non-RRC message, the UE can apply new configuration information in step
420 and in step 415. When an RLF occurs in step 425, the UE can find a suitable cell in step 430. In step 435, the UE
determines whether the found suitable cell is a small cell to which a handover is skipped. When the found suitable cell
is not a small cell to which a handover is skipped as a result of the determination, the UE transmits an RRC Connection
Reestablishment Request message to the suitable cell in step 440. When the found suitable cell is a small cell to which
a handover is skipped, the UE transmits an RRC Connection Request message without transmitting an RRC Connection
Reestablishment Request message in step 445. In step 415, when the UE does not receive a predetermined RRC
message including a non-HO indicator from the eNB, the UE follows the conventional method. That is, an RLF occurs
in step 450, and the UE finds one suitable cell in step 455. In step 460, the UE can transmit an RRC Connection
Reestablishment Request message to the suitable cell.
[0025] FIG. 5 is a view for describing operations of an eNB according to the first embodiment. In step 500, the eNB
transmits an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message for ordering a particular UE to perform a measurement operation.
The message includes configuration information necessary for a measurement operation. The configuration information
may require moving speed and moving direction information of the UE. In step 505, the eNB receives a report for a result
of the measurement from the UE. In step 510, the eNB determines whether to skip a handover to target cell on the basis
the reported result of the measurement. Further, the eNB considers a cell type of a target cell which the eNB holds in
advance, i.e., whether a target cell is a small cell, in order to determine whether to skip handover to the target cell. That
is, the eNB can additionally consider a moving speed and moving direction of the UE and a cell type of a target cell,
using the result of the measurement, and determine whether to perform a handover. When the eNB determines to skip
a handover, the eNB can include a non-HO indicator, new configuration information, and the like in a determined RRC
message and then transmit the determined RRC message to the UE in step 515. When the eNB determines to perform
a handover, the eNB can include mobility Control Info IE needed for performing the handover and the like in an RRC
Connection Reconfiguration message and then transmit the RRC Connection Reconfiguration message to the UE in
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step 520.

<Embodiment 2>

[0026] In a LTE technology, when an eNB does not configure a handover although a UE is in a situation in which the
UE should actually perform a handover, the UE cannot perform a handover. That is, although the non-HO indicator
described earlier is not newly defined, the eNB can control whether the UE performs a handover. Therefore, an operation
regarding a case where a non-HO indicator is not newly defined will be described in the present embodiment. When the
UE selects a small cell as a new suitable cell after an RLF occurs, a new operation of the UE is required for shortly
performing an establishment process without performing a re-establishment process. That is, since a non-HO indicator
or a cell ID of a small cell to which a handover is not allowed is not previously provided from the eNB, an additional
operation of the UE is required for skipping a re-establishment process. Therefore, when predetermined conditions are
satisfied, the UE can skip a re-establishment process for a small cell. For example, the following conditions can be
considered.

- Whether the UE is located within a small cell
- Whether a speed of the UE is lower than a threshold value
- Whether the small cell is an optimal cell
- Whether a handover to the small cell has previously been triggered

[0027] When all above conditions or some above conditions are satisfied, the UE exists within a small cell service
area to which a handover is skipped and the UE determines an operation for skipping a re-establishment process.
[0028] FIG. 6 is a view for describing operations of a UE when a non-HO indicator is not used. The method for skipping
a handover without newly defining a non-HO indicator also has been described earlier. When the UE knows a non-HO
indicator and a cell ID of a small cell to be skipped, the UE can determine whether the UE has received a non-HO
indicator before a particular time, or can compare a cell ID of the small cell with a cell ID of a suitable cell and, when an
RLF occurs, determine whether to perform a re-establishment process. But, although a non-HO indicator is not defined,
the eNB may not order the UE to perform a handover on the basis of the prior art. In a case where such a method is
used, when an RLF occurs, a new method is needed in order not to perform a re-establishment process within a small
cell service area. That is, the UE decides whether to perform a re-establishment process by itself, according to a
predetermined condition. The conditions have been listed earlier, and FIG. 6 describes operations in which the UE
compares each condition with every other condition. In step 600, the UE determines whether an RLF has occurred. In
step 605, the UE determines whether the UE is within a service area of a small cell, as a first condition. In step 610, the
UE determines whether a moving speed of the UE is lower than a predetermined threshold value, as a second condition.
In step 615, the UE determines whether a small cell is an optimal cell (or a suitable cell), as a third condition. In step
620, the UE determines whether a handover to a small cell has been previously triggered, as a fourth condition. When
any of the four conditions mentioned above is not satisfied, the UE performs a re-establishment process in step 630.
When all four conditions mentioned above are satisfied, the UE can perform an establishment process in step 625. In
an actual implementation, several conditions can be omitted or newly added from among the conditions listed above.
[0029] Operations of the eNB according to the present embodiment can be identical to those of FIG. 5, excluding step
515 in an operation of the eNB according to the first embodiment. In the present embodiment, although the eNB determines
to skip a handover unlike step 515 of FIG. 5, the eNB does not send any RRC message to a UE. The UE which has not
received any message will not naturally perform a handover.

<Embodiment 3>

[0030] FIG. 7 is a view for describing a method for reducing a probability of failure of handover in a scenario in which
a plurality of small cells are densely arranged, while being adjacent each other. When a UE moving at a high speed an
area in which small cells are concentrated is informed of one target cell according to the prior art, the UE is likely to get
out of another cell other than the target cell before a handover is completed. This means, in short, failure of a handover.
A method for ultimately removing such a probability of failure is to inform the UE of a plurality of target cells. The present
invention proposes a procedure for informing the UE of a plurality of target cells in a LTE standard technology.
[0031] A UE 705 reports a result of the measurement to a current serving cell 700 in step 715. The result of the
measurement may include moving speed information and moving direction information of a UE, signal intensity infor-
mation (RSRP/RSRQ) of a serving cell and adjacent cell, PCI information of an adjacent cell, location information of the
UE, and the like. A source cell eNB 700 determines whether to provide a plurality of target cells to the UE, using the
information on the result of the measurement in step 720. When a usual handover process is configured, the UE performs
DL synchronization with an indicated target cell, reestablishes/resets a Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP)/Radio
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Link Control (RLC)/Media Access Control (MAC), and applies a new AS key. After the UE performs a random access
process, the UE maintains a count value with regard to a bearer of an RLC Acknowledge Mode (AM), and after a handover
is completed, the UE transmits a PDCP status report. In the present invention, the serving cell provides a plurality of
mobility control information in step 725. Each piece of mobility control information corresponds to handover configuration
information of one target cell. The UE moving at a high speed tries to access a first target cell 740 and fail to access the
first target cell in step 730, but the UE can try to access a second target cell 745 and succeed in accessing the second
target cell in step 735. The UE performs DL synchronization with an optimal target cell from among target cells, re-
establishes/resets a Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP)/Radio Link Control (RLC)/Media Access Control (MAC)
in accordance with L2 configuration information of the optimal target cell, generates and applies an AS key for the optimal
target cell, and performs a random access process. Even after a count of a RLC AM bearer is reset to 0 and a handover
is performed, a PDCP status report is not generated. Table 1 below shows one example of a LTE ASN.1 sentence which
configures a plurality of mobility control information according to the present embodiment.

[0032] FIG. 8 is a view for describing operations of a UE according to the third embodiment. In step 800, the UE
receives a plurality of mobility control information from an eNB. In step 805, the UE determines whether at least one
target cell is a suitable cell from among a plurality of target cells. When none of the target cells is a suitable cell, the UE
considers that a handover fails to be performed in step 810, and performs an RRC Connection Establishment process
in step 815. In step 820, the UE selects a small cell providing the most favorable signal intensity from among a plurality

[Table 1]

MobilityControlInfo information element

-- MobilityControlInfoList-r12 ::= SEQUENCE (SIZE (1..maxHOCell-r12)) OF MobilityControlInfo
MobilityControlInfo ::= SEQUENCE {
targetPhysCellIdPhysCellId,
carrierFreqCarrierFreqEUTRAOPTIONAL, -- Cond HO-
to EUTRA

carrierBandwidthCarrierBandwidthEUTRAOPTIONAL, -- Cond HO-
to EUTRA
additionalSpectrumEmissionAdditionalSpectrumEmissionOPTIONAL, -- Cond HO
to EUTRA
t304ENUMERATED {

ms50, ms100, ms150, ms200, ms500, ms1000,
ms2000, spare1},
newUE-IdentityC-RNTI,
radioResourceCinfifCommonRadioResourceConfigCommon,
rach-ConfigDedicatdRACH-ConfigDedicatedOPTIONAL, -- Need OP
...

}
CarierBandwidthEUTRA ::=SEQUENCE {
dl-BandwidthENUMERATED {
n6, n15, ,25, ,50, ,75, n100, spare10,
spare9, spare8, spare7, spare6, spare5,
spare4, spare3, spare2, spare1},

ul-BandwidthENUMERATED {
n6, n15, ,25, ,50, ,75, n100, spare10,
spare9, spare8, spare7, spare6, spare5,
spare4, spare3, spare2, spare1} OPTIONAL -- Need OP
}
CarrierFreqEUTRA :: =SEQUENCE {

dl-CarrierFreqARFCN-ValuEUTRA,
ul- CarrierFreqARFCN-VaIuEUTRAOPTIONAL -- Cond FDD
}
--ASNISTOP
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of suitable cells. In step 825, the UE sets the value of PREAMBLE_TRANSMISSION_COUNTER to 0. In step 830, the
UE transmits a Random Access Preamble to the selected small cell, and increases the value of
PREAMBLE_TRANSMISSION_COUNTER by 1. In step 835, the UE determines whether the UE has received a Random
Access Response (RAR) from the eNB within a predetermined time interval. When the UE has not received the Random
Access Response from the eNB, the UE determines whether the value of PREAMBLE_TRANSMISSION_COUNTER
is larger than a predetermined value of preambleTransMax + 1, and when the value of
PREAMBLE_TRANSMISSION_COUNTER is not larger than the predetermined value of preambleTransMax + 1, the
UE transmits the Random Access Preamble again in step 830. On the other hand, when the value of
PREAMBLE_TRANSMISSION_COUNTER exceeds the threshold value, the UE returns to step 805 and finds a new
suitable cell from among a plurality of target cells. When the UE has received the Random Access Response (RAR)
within a predetermined time interval, the UE transmits a message 3 (Msg 3) to the eNB and launches one timer such
as a mac-Contention Resolution Timer in step 840. In step 845, the UE determines whether the UE has received a
Contention Resolution before the timer value is expired. When the UE has not received the Contention Resolution before
the timer value is expired, the UE considers that the handover to the selected small cell fails to be performed, returns
to step 805, and finds a new suitable cell from among the plurality of target cells. When the UE successfully receives
the Contention Resolution, the UE finally determines whether the Random Access (RA) is successfully completed in
step 850. When the random access fails to be completed, the UE returns to step 805. When the random access is
successfully completed, the UE can determine whether an RLF occurs within a predetermined time interval in step 860,
as an optional operation. When an RLF occurs, the UE can return to step 805.
[0033] FIG. 9 is a view for describing operations of an eNB according to the third embodiment. In step 900, the eNB
transmits an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message for ordering a UE to perform a measurement operation. In step
905, the eNB receives a report for a result of the measurement operation from the UE. In step 910, the eNB configures
a plurality of target cells, and determines whether to configure an operation for performing handover to one of the plurality
of target cells with regard to the UE, on the basis of the result of the measurement operation. When it is determined that
configuration of the plurality of target cells are needed, the eNB transmits an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message
including a plurality of mobility control information to the UE in step 815. When configuration of the plurality of target
cells is not needed, the eNB transmits an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message including a plurality of mobility
control information to the UE according to a usual procedure in step 920.
[0034] FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating an internal structure of a UE to which the present invention is applied.
[0035] The UE transmits and receives an upper layer 1010, data, and the like, and transmits and receives control
messages through a control message processing unit 1015. Further, when the UE transmits a control signal or data to
an eNB, the UE multiplexes the data through a multiplexing device 1005 and then transmits the data through a transmitter
1000 under the control of a control unit 1020. In contrast, when the UE receives a control signal or data from the eNB,
the UE receives a physical signal through a receiver 1000 under the control of the control unit 1020, de-multiplexes the
received signal through a de-multiplexing device 1005, and transfers the received signal to the upper layer 1010 or the
control message processing unit 1015 separately according to message information.
[0036] FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing the configuration of an eNB according to one embodiment of the present
invention, and an eNB device of FIG. 11 includes a transmission/reception unit 1105, a control unit 1110, a multiplexing
and de-multiplexing unit 1120, a control message processing unit 1135, all sorts of upper layer processing units 1125
and 1130, and a scheduler 1115. The transmission/reception unit 1105 transmits data and a predetermined control
signal through a forward carrier and receives data and a predetermined control signal through a backward carrier. In a
case where a plurality of carriers is set, the transmission/reception unit 1105 transmits and receives data and a control
signal through the plurality of carriers. The multiplexing and de-multiplexing unit 1120 multiplexes data generated by the
upper layer processing units 1125 and 1130 or the control message processing unit 1135 or de-multiplexes data received
from the transmission/reception unit 1105 and transfers the demultiplexed data to the appropriate upper layer processing
units 1125 and 1130, the control message processing unit 1135, or the control unit 1110. The control unit 1110 determines
whether to apply a band-specific measurement gap to a particular UE, and determines whether to include the configuration
information in an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message. The control message processing unit 1135 receives an
indication from a control unit, and generates an RRC Connection Reconfiguration message to be transmitted to a UE
and transfers the RRC Connection Reconfiguration message to a lower layer. The upper layer processing units 925 and
930 may be configured according to each UE or according to each service, and processes data generated by a user
service such as File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) and transfers the data to a multiplexing
and de-multiplexing unit 920, or processes data transferred from the multiplexing and de-multiplexing unit 920 and
transfers the data to a service application of an upper layer. The scheduler 915 allocates a transmission resource to a
UE at a proper time point in consideration of a buffer state and a channel state of the UE, an active time of the UE, and
the like, and allows the transmission/reception unit to process a signal which the UE has transmitted or allows the UE
to transmit a signal.
[0037] It is apparent that those skilled in the art can embody the present invention in different forms without departing
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from the essential feature of the present invention.
[0038] Therefore, the detailed descriptions should not be construed to be limited in all aspects, but should be considered
to be an example. The scope of the present invention should be determined by rational interpretation of the appended
claims.

Claims

1. A method by a UE in a mobile communication system, the method comprising:

performing (320, 405) a measurement operation;
transmitting (325, 410) a result of the measurement operation to an eNB;
receiving (335, 415) a control message including a handover prohibition condition from the eNB;
searching (345, 350, 425, 430) for a cell if a radio link failure, RLF, occurs;
determining (355, 435) whether the UE is not allowed to handover to the searched cell based on the handover
prohibition condition; and
transmitting (360, 440) a radio resource control, RRC, connection reestablishment message to the eNB if the
UE is not allowed to handover to the searched cell.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the determining of whether the UE is not allowed to handover to the searched cell
comprises:

determining whether the searched cell satisfies the handover prohibition condition.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the handover prohibition condition comprises a non-HO indicator indicating to the
UE that the handover to a specific cell is not allowed.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the non-HO indicator comprises cell identification information of the specific cell to
which the handover is not allowed.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the result of the measurement operation includes at least one of moving speed
information of a UE, moving direction information of the UE, signal intensity information of a serving cell and an
adjacent cell, physical channel identification information of the adjacent cell, and location information of the UE.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting an RRC connection establishment message to the searched cell if the UE is allowed to handover
to the searched cell.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining whether the UE is located within a small cell area;
determining whether a speed of the UE is lower than a predetermined threshold value if the UE is located within
the small cell area
wherein the RRC connection reestablishment message is transmitted to the eNB if the speed of the UE is faster
than the threshold value.

8. A method for controlling the mobility of a UE by an eNB in a mobile communication system, the method comprising:

receiving (325, 505) a result of a measurement operation from the UE;
determining (330, 510) whether to skip a handover to a specific cell according to the received measurement
operation result;
transmitting (335, 515) a control message including a handover prohibition condition if the eNB determines to
skip the handover to the specific cell; and
receiving (365) a radio resource control, RRC, connection reestablishment message from the UE if the UE is
not allowed to handover to a searched cell based on the handover prohibition condition.

9. A UE in a mobile communication system, the UE comprising:
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a transmission/reception unit (1000) for transmitting and receiving a signal to/from an eNB; and
a control unit (1020) for performing a measurement operation, transmitting a result of the measurement operation
to the eNB, receiving a control message including a handover prohibition condition from the eNB, searching for
a cell if a radio link failure, RLF, occurs, determining whether the UE is not allowed to handover to the searched
cell based on the handover prohibition condition, and transmitting a radio resource control, RRC, connection
reestablishment message to the eNB if the UE is not allowed to handover to the searched cell.

10. The UE of claim 9, wherein the control unit is adapted to determine whether the searched cell satisfies the handover
prohibition condition.

11. The UE of claim 9, wherein the handover prohibition condition comprises a non-HO indicator indicating to the UE
that handover to a specific cell is not allowed.

12. The UE of claim 11, wherein the non-HO indicator comprises cell ID information of the specific cell to which the
handover is not allowed.

13. The UE of claim 9, wherein the result of the measurement operation includes at least one of moving speed information
of a UE, moving direction information of the UE, signal intensity information of a serving cell and an adjacent cell,
physical channel identification information of the adjacent cell, and location information of the UE.

14. The UE of claim 9, wherein the control unit further is adapted to to transmit an RRC connection establishment
message to the searched cell if the UE is allowed to handover to the searched cell.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Verfahren eines Benutzergerätes (User Equipment, UE) in einem mobilen Kommunikationssystem, wobei das
Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Durchführen (320, 405) eines Messungsvorgangs;
Übertragen (325, 410) eines Ergebnisses des Messungsvorgangs an eine Evolved Node B (eNB);
Empfangen (335, 415) einer Kontrollnachricht mit einer Handover-Verbotsbedingung von der eNB;
Suchen (345, 350, 425, 430) nach einer Zelle, wenn ein Funkverbindungsfehler (Radio Link Failure, RLF) auftritt;
Ermitteln (355, 435), ob das UE basierend auf der Handover-Verbotsbedingung kein Handover an die gesuchte
Zelle durchführen darf; und
Übertragen (360, 440) einer Nachricht über die Wiederherstellung einer Funkressourcensteuerungs-Verbindung
(Radio Resource Control, RRC) an die eNB, wenn das UE kein Handover an die gesuchte Zelle durchführen darf.

2. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Ermitteln, ob das UE kein Handover an die gesuchte Zelle durchführen
darf, Folgendes umfasst:

Ermitteln, ob die gesuchte Zelle die Handover-Verbotsbedingung erfüllt.

3. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Handover-Verbotsbedingung einen Nicht-Handover-Indikator umfasst,
der das UE darauf hinweist, dass kein Handover an eine bestimmte Zelle erfolgen darf.

4. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Nicht-Handover-Indikator Zellenidentifikationsinformationen der be-
stimmten Zelle umfasst, an die kein Handover erfolgen darf.

5. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Ergebnis des Messungsvorgangs zumindest Informationen zur Bewe-
gungsgeschwindigkeit eines UE, Informationen zur Bewegungsrichtung des UE, Informationen zur Signalintensität
einer versorgenden Zelle und einer Nachbarzelle, Informationen zur Identifizierung des physikalischen Kanals der
Nachbarzelle und/oder Standortinformationen zum UE umfasst.

6. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei dieses weiter Folgendes umfasst:

Übertragen einer Nachricht über die Herstellung einer RRC-Verbindung an die gesuchte Zelle, wenn das UE
ein Handover an die gesuchte Zelle durchführen darf.
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7. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei dieses weiter Folgendes umfasst:

Ermitteln, ob sich das UE innerhalb eines Kleinzellenbereichs befindet;
Ermitteln, ob eine Geschwindigkeit des UE unter einem vorbestimmten Schwellenwert liegt, wenn sich das UE
innerhalb des Kleinzellenbereichs befindet,
wobei die Nachricht über die Wiederherstellung einer RRC-Verbindung an die eNB übermittelt wird, wenn die
Geschwindigkeit des UE über dem Schwellenwert liegt.

8. Ein Verfahren zur Steuerung der Mobilität eines UE durch eine eNB in einem mobilen Kommunikationssystem,
wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Empfangen (325, 505) eines Ergebnisses eines Messungsvorgangs von dem UE;
Ermitteln (330, 510), ob das Handover an eine bestimmte Zelle entsprechend dem empfangenen Ergebnis des
Messungsvorgangs ausgelassen werden soll;
Übertragen (335, 515) einer Kontrollnachricht mit einer Handover-Verbotsbedingung, wenn die eNB ermittelt,
dass das Handover an die bestimmte Zelle ausgelassen werden soll; und
Empfangen (365) einer Nachricht über die Wiederherstellung einer Funkressourcensteuerungs-Verbindung
(Radio Resource Control, RRC) von dem UE, wenn das UE basierend auf der Handover-Verbotsbedingung
kein Handover an eine gesuchte Zelle durchführen darf.

9. Ein UE in einem mobilen Kommunikationssystem, wobei das UE Folgendes umfasst:

eine Übertragungs-/Empfangseinheit (1000) zum Übertragen und Empfangen eines Signals an die/von der
eNB; und
eine Steuereinheit (1020) zum Durchführen eines Messungsvorgangs, zum Übertragen eines Ergebnisses des
Messungsvorgangs an die eNB, zum Empfangen einer Kontrollnachricht mit einer Handover-Verbotsbedingung
von der eNB, zum Suchen nach einer Zelle, wenn ein Funkverbindungsfehler (Radio Link Failure, RLF) auftritt,
zum Ermitteln, ob das UE basierend auf der Handover-Verbotsbedingung kein Handover an die gesuchte Zelle
durchführen darf, und zum Übertragen einer Nachricht über die Wiederherstellung einer Funkressourcensteu-
erungs-Verbindung (Radio Resource Control, RRC) an die eNB, wenn das UE kein Handover an die gesuchte
Zelle durchführen darf.

10. Das UE nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Steuereinheit dafür ausgelegt ist, zu ermitteln, ob die gesuchte Zelle die
Handover-Verbotsbedingung erfüllt.

11. Das UE nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Handover-Verbotsbedingung einen Nicht-Handover-Indikator umfasst, der das
UE darauf hinweist, dass kein Handover an eine bestimmte Zelle erfolgen darf.

12. Das UE nach Anspruch 11, wobei der Nicht-Handover-Indikator Zellen-ID-Informationen der bestimmten Zelle um-
fasst, an die kein Handover erfolgen darf.

13. Das UE nach Anspruch 9, wobei das Ergebnis des Messungsvorgangs mindestens Informationen zur Bewegungs-
geschwindigkeit eines UE, Informationen zur Bewegungsrichtung des UE, Informationen zur Signalintensität einer
versorgenden Zelle und einer Nachbarzelle, Informationen zur Identifizierung des physikalischen Kanals der Nach-
barzelle und/oder Standortinformationen zum UE umfasst.

14. Das UE nach Anspruch 9, wobei die Steuereinheit weiter dafür ausgelegt ist, eine Nachricht über die Herstellung
einer RRC-Verbindung an die gesuchte Zelle zu übertragen, wenn das UE ein Handover an die gesuchte Zelle
durchführen darf.

Revendications

1. Un procédé par un UE dans un système de communication mobile, le procédé comprenant :

l’exécution (320, 405) d’une opération de mesure,
la transmission (325, 410) d’un résultat de l’opération de mesure à un eNB,
la réception (335, 415) d’un message de commande contenant une condition d’interdiction de transfert à partir
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du eNB,
la recherche (345, 350, 425, 430) d’une cellule si une défaillance de liaison radio, RLF, se produit,
la détermination (355, 435) si l’UE n’est pas autorisé à effectuer un transfert vers la cellule recherchée en
fonction de la condition d’interdiction de transfert, et
la transmission (360, 440) d’un message de rétablissement de connexion de commande de ressource radio,
RRC, au eNB si l’UE n’est pas autorisé à effectuer un transfert vers la cellule recherchée.

2. Le procédé selon la Revendication 1, où la détermination si l’UE n’est pas autorisé à effectuer un transfert vers la
cellule recherchée comprend :

la détermination si la cellule recherchée satisfait la condition d’interdiction de transfert.

3. Le procédé selon la Revendication 1, où la condition d’interdiction de transfert comprend un indicateur de non-
transfert indiquant à l’UE que le transfert vers une cellule spécifique n’est pas autorisé.

4. Le procédé selon la Revendication 3, où l’indicateur de non-transfert contient des informations d’identification de
cellule de la cellule spécifique vers laquelle le transfert n’est pas autorisé.

5. Le procédé selon la Revendication 1, où le résultat de l’opération de mesure comprend au moins des informations
parmi des informations de vitesse de déplacement d’un UE, des informations de direction de déplacement de l’UE,
des informations d’intensité de signal d’une cellule de desserte et d’une cellule adjacente, des informations d’iden-
tification de canal physique de la cellule adjacente et des informations d’emplacement de l’UE.

6. Le procédé selon la Revendication 1, comprenant en outre :

la transmission d’un message d’établissement de connexion RRC à la cellule recherchée si l’UE est autorisé
à effectuer un transfert vers la cellule recherchée.

7. Le procédé selon la Revendication 1, comprenant en outre :

la détermination si l’UE se situe à l’intérieur d’une zone de petite cellule,
la détermination si une vitesse de l’UE est inférieure à une valeur seuil prédéterminée si l’UE se situe à l’intérieur
de la zone de petite cellule,
où le message de rétablissement de connexion RRC est transmis au eNB si la vitesse de l’UE est supérieure
à la valeur seuil.

8. Un procédé de commande de la mobilité d’un UE par un eNB dans un système de communication mobile, le procédé
comprenant :

la réception (325, 505) d’un résultat d’une opération de mesure à partir de l’UE,
la détermination (330, 510) s’il convient d’omettre un transfert vers une cellule spécifique en fonction du résultat
de l’opération de mesure reçu,
la transmission (335, 515) d’un message de commande comprenant une condition d’interdiction de transfert si
le eNB détermine d’omettre le transfert vers la cellule spécifique, et
la réception (365) d’un message de rétablissement de connexion de commande de ressource radio, RRC, à
partir de l’UE si l’UE n’est pas autorisé à effectuer un transfert vers une cellule recherchée en fonction de la
condition d’interdiction de transfert.

9. Un UE dans un système de communication mobile, l’UE comprenant :

une unité d’émission/réception (1000) destiné à l’émission et à la réception d’un signal vers/de un eNB, et
une unité de commande (1020) destinée à l’exécution d’une opération de mesure, à la transmission d’un résultat
de l’opération de mesure au eNB, à la réception d’un message de commande contenant une condition d’inter-
diction de transfert à partir du eNB, à la recherche d’une cellule si une défaillance de liaison radio, RLF, se
produit, à la détermination si l’UE n’est pas autorisé à effectuer un transfert vers la cellule recherchée en fonction
de la condition d’interdiction de transfert et à la transmission d’un message de rétablissement de connexion de
commande de ressource radio, RRC, vers le eNB si l’UE n’est pas autorisé à effectuer un transfert vers la
cellule recherchée.
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10. L’UE selon la Revendication 9, où l’unité de commande est adaptée de façon à déterminer si la cellule recherchée
satisfait la condition d’interdiction de transfert.

11. L’UE selon la Revendication 9, où la condition d’interdiction de transfert comprend un indicateur de non-transfert
indiquant à l’UE qu’un transfert vers une cellule spécifique n’est pas autorisé.

12. L’UE selon la Revendication 11, où l’indicateur de non-transfert comprend des informations d’identification de cellule
de la cellule spécifique vers laquelle le transfert n’est pas autorisé.

13. L’UE selon la Revendication 9, où le résultat de l’opération de mesure comprend au moins des informations parmi
des informations de vitesse de déplacement d’un UE, des informations de direction de déplacement de l’UE, des
informations d’intensité de signal d’une cellule de desserte et d’une cellule adjacente, des informations d’identification
de canal physique de la cellule adjacente et des informations d’emplacement de l’UE.

14. L’UE selon la Revendication 9, où l’unité de commande est adaptée en outre de façon à transmettre un message
d’établissement de connexion RRC vers la cellule recherchée si l’UE est autorisé à effectuer un transfert vers la
cellule recherchée.
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